
CH-4 THIN LENSES 

THIN LENS: A thin lens may be defined as one whose 

thickness is considered small in comparison with the distance 

generally associated with optical properties, such distances are 

for example radii of curvature of two spherical surfaces ,primary 

and secondary focal length and object and image distances. 
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The primary focal point((F)): is an axial point having the property that 

any ray coming from it or proceeding toward it, travels parallel to the axis 

after refraction. 

secondary focal point(( F- )): is an axial point having the property that 

any incident ray travelling parallel to the axis will after refraction proceed 

toward or appear to come from F- . 

F,F- are measured in centimeter or inches, having a positive sign for 

converging lenses, and negative sign for diverging lenses. 

 

Image formation 

 

 

 when an object is placed on one side or the other of a 

converging lens and beyond the focal plane an image is formed on the 

opposite side. 

1-if the object is moved closer to the primary focal plane, the image will 

be formed farther away from the secondary focal plane and will be larger 

(magnified). 

2-when the object moved farther away from (F ),the image will be formed 

closer to (F- )and will be smaller in size. 
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conjugate points and planes 

any points of object and image points such as M and M-  are called 

conjugate points, and planes passes through these points perpendicular to 

the axis are called conjugate planes. 

 

 

Determination the position of the image 

There are three methods to determine the position of the image:- 

1- graphical construction 

2- experimental method 

3-the lens formula (1/s +1/s - = 1/f ) 

 

1- graphical construction 

a- the parallel-ray method 

 

 

 

b- the oblique-ray method 
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3- use of the lens formula 

1/s+1/s-  = 
1

f 
     s- = 

s .  f      

   s − f     
 

  

 

convention of signs 

the sign convention of thin lens are identical to those for a single spherical surface. 

 

lateral magnification 

from fig. b            y= MQ ,y - = M - Q - 

m=  - (s- / s ) = y - / y      

when :   m  is negative  real and inverted image 

    m   is positive virtual and erect image 

when m is smaller than one the image is smaller in size 

when m is greater than one  the image is magnified 

 

 

 

note : in converging lens the virtual image will be 

formed when the object locates between the primary 

focal point and the lens. 

 

 



virtual image 

1- the image formed by the converging lens is real and can be made 

visible on a screen. 

  

 

 real image formed by converging lens 

A virtual image cannot be formed on a screen, the virtual image with 

converging lens may be formed  just in the case when the object 

locates between the primary focal point and the lens. 

 

 

            Virtual image by converging lens  
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2-With diverging lens, the image will be always virtual  

i.e cannot be viewed on a screen since rays are diverging on the right of 

the lens. 

 

 

                 virtual image by diverging lens 

  

 

 

EX1: A converging lens has a focal length of 15cm, if an object is placed 

at 50cm to the left of the lens .a- find the image position, b- the image 

properties. 

f= 15cm, s= 50cm 

s- = ? , image properties = ? 

Sol. 

1/s+1/s-  = 
𝟏

𝐟 
 

S - = 
𝐬 .  𝐟      

   𝐬 − 𝐟     
 

S - =50*15 / 50-15   =21.43cm 



the image is located at 21.43cm to the right of the lens. 

a- m = - (s- /s )= - (21.43 /50) =  - 0.4286 

 

m : is negative and smaller than one 

therefore the image is:  real ,inverted, smaller in size 

 

 

 

 

Ex2: find the image position of a 7.6cm high flower placed at 25cm to 

the left of the converging lens (f= 5cm),b-find the value of lateral 

magnification of the lens, c- the image height ,d- the image 

properties. 

y= object height= 7.6cm, s= 25cm,f=5cm 

s - = ?, m= ?, y -
= ?, image properties=? 

Sol.: 

a- s- = 
s .  f      

   s − f     
 

s - = 6.25 cm 

b- m= - (s - / s) 

m= - 6.25 /25 = - 0.25 

     c- m = y- /y  

0.25 = y -/7.6 

Y - =0.25* 7.6= 1.9cm=image height 

d-the image is : real ,inverted, smaller in size 

 



Ex3: A magnifying glass has a focal length of (10cm),a person uses it 

to read at a distance of 8.2cm,a- find the image distance, b-the image 

properties. 

f= 10cm, s= 8.2cm 

s- =?, image prop. 

Sol.: 

S - =
𝐬 .  𝐟      

   𝐬 − 𝐟     
 

S - =8.2*10 / 8.2- 10= - 45.6cm 

c- m= - (s - /s) = - (45.6 /8.2) = - 5.56 

the image is :real, inverted, magnified 

 

 

EX4: a concave lens with a focal length of 50cm, forms a 

virtual image at 40cm to the left of lens for the object. 

Find:1-the object distance,2-the lateral magnification. 

f= - 50cm(concave lens), s - = -40cm (virtual image) 

s =? , m= ? 

sol.: 

1/s+1/s-  =  
𝟏

𝐟 
 

1 /s = 1/f – 1/s – 

1/s = (1/ -50) – (1/ -40) 

S= 200cm 

m= - (s - / s) = - (-40 /200) = 0.2     (positive, smaller than one) 

the image is virtual, erect, smaller in size 

 



EX5: A concave thin lens has a focal length of 30cm,an object is 

placed at 90cm in front of the lens, find: a-the image distance , 

b-the lateral magnification, c- image properties 

f= -30cm (concave lens), s = 90cm 

Sol: 

S - =
𝐬 .  𝐟      

   𝐬 − 𝐟     
 

S - = 90*(-30) /90-(-30) = - 22.5 cm 

b- m= - s - / s = -  (-22.5 /90 )= 0.25 

d- m is positive and smaller than one therefore the image is 

virtual ,erect, smaller in size 


